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Welcome 
Welcome to the Fourth Annual SEGD Academic Summit.  The mission of the SEGD Academic 
Education Program is to: 

• help establish, promote, and support academic programs that embody the competencies and 
leadership areas of Environmental Graphic Design and  

• initiate and support innovative academic and research practices that promote excellence in 
design and professional practice. 

This year’s Summit was developed by the SEGD Academic Committee under the leadership and 
guidance of the committee chair, Oscar Fernandez. Members of the Academic Committee include: 

Oscar Fernandez, University of Cincinnati (Chair) 
Gretchen Coss, Gallagher & Associates 
Brenda Cowan, Fashion Institute of Technology 
Lisa Fontaine, Iowa State University 
Miranda Hall, Laroche University 
Kelly Kolar, Kolar Design 
George Lim, Tangram Design 
Tim McNeil, University of California at Davis 
David Middleton, Kent State University 
Jon Mischke, Jon Mischke Creative 
Michael Reed, Mayer/Reed 
Tucker Trotter, Dimensional Innovations 
Craig Vogel, University of Cincinnati 

Hosted at FIT in the Chelsea neighborhood of Manhattan, the morning session is structured around 
EGD and education today, while the afternoon session will look to the future. The summit includes 
an overview of the undergraduate and graduate programs at FIT, as well as tours of their various 
studios. 

Two guest speakers will address the participants. 

• Dori Tunstall, Associate Dean, Learning and Teaching at Swinburne University in Australia, 
will be speaking about the emerging field of design anthropology as a bridge between 
respectful knowing and making. 

• Meredith Davis, Director of Graduate Programs in Graphic Design at NC State University, 
will speak on the topic of changing conditions for professional design practice, why those 
changes call for curricular change and a greater research effort in the design fields, and how 
research skills are built in students.  
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Four additional speakers will present papers that were submitted through the SEGD Call for Papers 
and reviewed and accepted by the Academic Committee.  Topics include: 

• Bridging EGD: Introducing Communities to the Potentials of Environmental Graphic Design 
by Justin Molloy, Assistant Professor of Visual Communication at the University of 
Oklahoma 

• KNOWHERE: Finding Ways to Teach Wayfinding, by Samantha Perkins of Miami 
University (Ohio), School of Fine Arts Graphic Design Program 

• Bridging design, social networking research, and practice in EGD, by Leigh Lally, Ph.D. 
Candidate, College of Architecture and Urban Studies at Virginia Tech and Campus 
Designer and Planner ─ EGD and Wayfinding Office of University Planning, Architecture 
& Real Estate Management at Virginia Tech 

• Augmenting the Physical with the Digital: Understanding the Practical Benefits of a 
Digitally Enhanced Urban Environment, by Vijay Mathews, Partner & Creative Director at 
Winfield & Co. 

Panel discussions will address the topics of the morning and afternoon sessions, and are intended to 
spark a lively debate about the state of education, the profession, and where bridges exist and where 
bridges need to be built. A lunch will provide a more relaxed opportunity to meet new friends and 
catch up with the old.  
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Academic Education Sponsors for 2010 

The Founding Sponsor of the SEGD Academic Programs is Matthews Paint. 

 
Support for the Academic Summit was provided through in-kind donations from: 

  
(SEGD Academic Summit Banners) (SEGD Academic Summit Signage) 

Patrons of the 2012 Academic Summit include: 

  

SEGD Academic Programs are also supported in part by contributions from SEGD board members: 

Amy Lukas, President, Infinite Scale; Jill Ayers, Senior VP, Design 360; Edwin Hofmann, VP 
Limited Brands; Gary Stemler, Treasurer, Archetype; Patrick Angelel, CREO Industrial Arts; Gary 
Anzalone, Ex Officio, Precision Signs; Sander Baumann, designworkplan; Steve Bayer, Daktronics; 
Jennifer Bressler, Hunt Design; Teresa Cox, APCO Graphics; Peter Dixon, Prophet; Oscar 
Fernandez, Ex Officio, University of Cincinnati; Moira Gemmill, Ex Officio, V&A Museum; Sue 
Gould, Lebowitz | Gould  | Design; Lonny Israel, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Cybelle Jones, 
Gallagher & Associates; Jessica W. London, SEGD; John Lutz, Selbert Perkins Design; Wayne 
McCutcheon, Past President, Entro Communications; Dan Moalli, Design and Production; Steven 
Stamper, Ex Officio, fd2s; Tucker Trotter, Dimensional Innovations; Mark VanderKlipp, Corbin 
Design; Julie Vogel, Kate Keating Associates; Leslie Wolke, Leslie Wolke Consulting; Alexandra 
Wood, Holmes Wood; Joe Zenas, Thinkwell 

Thank you for participating!

 
Ellen Taylor, AIA, MBA, EDAC 
Director of Academic Development and Research 



   

 
 

 

4th 
 Agenda 

Annual Academic Education Summit 
June 7. 2012 

FIT 
Building A (David Dubinsky Student Center) 
27th Street at 8th Avenue, 8th floor 

9:00 Welcome by FIT: 
Brenda Cowan, Department Chair 
Mary Davis, Dean, School of Graduate Studies  

Summit/SEGD Overview  
Today’s Program, SEGD Promo Video, Education Initiatives, Resources, Communication + Place Journal 
update (Oscar Fernandez, Academic Committee Chair) 

9:20 Brenda Cowan, Graduate Exhibition Design, Working with Industry 
Craig Berger, Case Study: Undergraduate Senior Exhibition with Mattel 

9:50 Samantha Perkins: 
KNOWHERE: Finding Ways to Teach Wayfinding 
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10:20 Justin Molloy: 
Bridging EGD: Introducing Communities to the Potentials of Environmental Graphic Design 

10:50 Dori Tunstall: 
Design Anthropology as Bridge Between Respectful Knowing and Making 

11:50 Panel Discussion of AM Speakers: Current Design Education Issues (Ellen Taylor, Moderator) 

12:30 Lunch: Socializing + Table Discussions 

1:30 Vijay Mathews: 
Augmented the Physical with the Digital: Understanding the Practical Benefits of A Digitally 
Enhanced Urban Environment 
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2:00 Leigh Lally: 
Bridging Social Networking and Professional Practice:  A Catalyst for Professional Development 
and Integrated Design Practice 

2:30 Meredith Davis: 
Building a Culture of Design Research 

3:30 Panel Discussion of PM Speakers: Future Trends & Implications for Design Education (Ellen 
Taylor, Moderator) 

4:15 FIT, School of Art + Design Tour Options: 
(1) New Accessories Design Laboratories, led by Accessories Design Chair 
(2) Grad Exhibition Design Studio, led by Brenda Cowan and 2 graduate students 
(3) Visual Presentation & Exhibit Design Senior Show, led by Craig Berger and students 
(4) Toy Lab Tour, led by Toy Design Chair 

5:00 Conclusion 

Program 
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Papers 

KNOWHERE: Finding Ways to Teach Wayfinding  

Samantha Perkins Visiting Assistant Professor; Miami University (Ohio) 
Department of Art  
Graphic Design Program  

Abstract “Not all those who wander are lost.”—JR Tolkien 

Breadcrumbs. Wayfinding, an amazing tool, deals with providing navigational 
“breadcrumbs” to travelers, helping them find their way between locations. Speaking 
the language of space, information, shape, and form, wayfinding addresses the 
communication of information within the realms of graphic design, architecture and 
interior design.  

But sometimes problems in clear communication arise, especially when the behavioral 
aspects of human navigation are overlooked. 

Luckily, we can address these issues early… Assuming we rethink the current 
wayfinding education model, and teach beyond the book. 

 

   
 

By considering issues of navigation behavior, we can establish a wayfinding education 
model that seeks to help explain the how and the why behind navigation, regardless of 
the ultimate where. But how do we teach behavior and context in the static environment 
of a standard classroom?  

We don’t. 

KNOWHERE, an immersive education model designed to teach wayfinding in a more 
hands-on manner, uses graphic design to establish educational events that communicate 
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ideas of design elements in an immersive context and environment. Through the use of 
exhibit design and mobile studio equipment, the KNOWHERE model pulls students out 
of their chairs and immerses them in the world of wayfinding in ways that encourage 
exploration and creative analysis.  

Rather than dictate how wayfinding design must change, KNOWHERE outlines ideas 
designed to assist students in forming their own opinions, solutions, and methods. 
Ultimately, KNOWHERE challenges students to investigate and document the existing 
world of wayfinding, to see what’s been done, what works, and what ultimately might 
be. 

Paper “No matter where you go, there you are.”—Buckaroo Bansai  

Where do we start? This is the fundamental question we face as design educators on a 
daily basis, regardless of the topic at hand. As a multidisciplinary designer, teaching 
architecture, interior design, and graphic design at Miami University in Oxford, Ohio, I 
find myself asking “where do I start” at the beginning of every class.  

Where do I start discussing design principles in a way that students will be able to 
understand? Where do I start inserting course objectives within the lecture and project 
materials so that it helps them really grasp how this influences design and the creative 
process? Where do I start finding information that will carry these students forward in 
their design careers? Where do I start finding ways to help the student understand that 
design goes beyond pixels and paper?  

But beyond where, how? How can we teach students how to reach a target audience 
more efficiently on the whole, across multiple fields? How can we teach students the 
value of analysis and direct observation? And most importantly, how can we bridge 
different disciplines, opening the fresh, unbiased mind of the student to ways of 
thinking beyond the standard disciplinary stereotypes? 

Luckily for us, wayfinding design itself provides amazing tools for answering many of 
these questions. Wayfinding’s simple charge of leading people from point A to point B, 
using elements of signage, typography, imagery, color, lighting, volumetric changes, 
and even spatial sequencing can be applied to a multitude of design fields at multiple 
points within the design process.  

In terms of “traditional” wayfinding, the roles played within each field become highly 
obvious. Since wayfinding involves the use of design to communicate information, its 
location within the graphic design field makes sense. Interior design has a voice, too, 
since wayfinding installations make use of fixtures, furnishings, and materials to 
convey this information. And of course architecture has a say, since wayfinding in its 
more traditional sense exists to help people navigate the three-dimensional spaces of 
built form. 

But thinking beyond this, we find that wayfinding, when reconsidered as orientation 
and navigation happens everywhere. A website might use color, typography, hierarchy, 
and (in some cases) motion to help viewers orient within a page or the entire site’s 
structure. A book might use typography, imagery, color, and material changes to move 
people through information. Visual navigation across an invitation might use hierarchy, 
alignment, or other design principles to quickly answer “where” or “why.” Or, perhaps 
volumetric navigation may involve the use of lighting, color, branding, and materials to 
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entice and lead people between destinations. But in all, wayfinding requires design—
the clear and intentional communication of information. 

The base ideas of wayfinding—the design of orientation and navigation across 
dimensions and disciplines—become incredibly useful as an educational tool in helping 
students understand that, no matter where we go within the world of design, we’re all 
speaking the same language; we’re just using different accents. 

And as with all creative fields, teaching the lingo of wayfinding means we tend to make 
a few assumptions across the board. First, in moving people from point A to B, 
wayfinding assumes that everyone knows what their final destination is to be. 
Furthermore, it assumes that those who actually do, want to arrive using the most direct, 
concise, and obvious path. It also tends to ignore much of its surrounding context, 
assuming nothing within that location will be available to provide navigational 
information in a “worst-case” situation. And it assumes that everyone who encounters 
the installed wayfinding solution will understand its meaning, using it as designed. 

But there are times when none of these are the case. There are times when wandering is 
preferred. Or maybe the most direct path is actually less convenient. Or the context 
provides conflicting clues. Or the traveler just doesn’t get the visual lingo. Maybe this 
worries us. Maybe not. 

People navigate differently based on their purpose. Finding a quick, traffic-free path 
through the subway station in the morning involves a different method of wayfinding 
than finding lunch in a museum on a lazy weekend day, which is of course entirely 
different than looking for the off-ramp that leads to our next job interview (which we 
may already be late for). We navigate differently based on the task at hand, the amount 
of time given to complete the task, the contexts in which that task occurs, as well as the 
contexts we hope to avoid entirely.  

So, in a sense, wayfinding is fluid. Flexible… Complicated. 

This is because, fundamentally, wayfinding is first and foremost a behavior, long before 
it becomes design. At its root, wayfinding provides each person with a means of 
orienting oneself within one’s life, as well as one’s location, and teaching this early in 
the education process can lead the way to more informed designers and, ultimately, 
better designs. 

 

   
 So how do we teach wayfinding, across disciplines, remembering the highly dynamic 

nature of the target audience? It’s a daunting task, if fully contemplated.  

Plenty of texts exist to help, covering the topics of orientation and navigation from 
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ideas of layout, clarity of message, social implications, behavioral sciences, intuition, 
spatial orientation, and placemaking. But while we have this myriad of informative, 
very well written books and articles on the subject, wayfinding remains an illusive idea, 
since teaching with these resources means we teach by the book. Which means we’re 
ignoring our own audience… 

The student. 

Though the idea goes completely against our core ideology as educators, students…do 
not read. When asked, they tend to express a preference to learn through doing—
interaction and hands-on investigations—over lectures. We’ve seen this in the success 
of studio investigations versus seminars or lecture environments. 

Apparently, leading students from point to point, lecture to lecture, fact to fact, results 
in losing them along the way. So what can be done? How can we teach ideas of 
wayfinding in a classroom? 

We leave the room. 

KNOWHERE: Finding the Ways We Wayfind provides a set of educational tools 
specifically designed to take students out of their seats and into the world of wayfinding 
through direct observation and documentation tactics. Realizing that wayfinding 
education needs to consider not only the behavior of the project audience, but that of the 
student as well, KNOWHERE seeks to teach students the hows and the whys behind the 
act of wayfinding, regardless of the ultimate where, all within the environment, where 
wayfinding tends to happen.  

The educational tools developed within the KNOWHERE framework work together or 
independently to go beyond wayfinding lectures and open a dialogue about the future 
opportunities of navigational design across multiple design fields.  

Over a two-year active investigation, both an exhibit installation and a mobile studio 
exploration kit were developed and tested on design students at the Miami University 
School of Fine Art in both local and international settings. By having students actively 
investigate the contexts of wayfinding, in these familiar and unfamiliar locations, the 
lessons of KNOWHERE provide ideas that encourage students to wander, interact with, 
and explore the world of wayfinding in ways that readings, lectures, and layout 
assignments cannot, leaving students with direct observation and analysis skills that 
lead to an increased awareness of environmental and behavioral factors.  

KNOWHERE’s lessons work between two different methods of education, depending 
upon the tool used—a more passive “culture of observation” method, where multiple 
wayfinding opportunities are called out within a familiar environment, or a highly 
active “culture of interaction” method, where students must seek out and document 
these same ideas in the field. 

The first, more passive tool within the KNOWHERE set is that of an exhibit design, 
designed to lead students, point to point, through their academic home, where they 
could directly observe how wayfinding happens around them, perhaps in ways that 
become more hidden or “intuitive.”  

The KNOWHERE Exhibit, installed October 2011 in the Cage Gallery at Alumni Hall, 
home to Miami’s Department of Architecture and Interior Design, sought to complete 
two very specific tasks within the venue. First, to break the traditional exhibit standards 
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within this particular location, linking spaces throughout the building to the main 
gallery, leading visitors directly to the exhibit. Second, to break traditional educational 
barriers by engaging students outside of the lecture room, in a far more interactive 
“show-and-tell” manner. 

The exhibit started rather low—actually laying down on the ground where students tend 
to focus their attentions as they walk between classes, texting each other along the way. 
Bright orange lines stood in direct contrast to the black linoleum flooring, providing a 
clear and obvious path from the lower level entry of the building, where most traffic 
tends to enter. On the upper level, strategically placed information flags met those who 
entered the building through the more formal access point, piquing curiosity and 
informing visitors of the roles played by their surroundings in the game of wayfinding. 

From each entry point, visitors were led by various wayfinding tools, including more 
familiar visual elements like signage, and other, more obvious elements, such as leading 
lines and connected points. Each of these elements worked together to establish a very 
clear visual language for the exhibit, orienting visitors along the way, and opening them 
to learning opportunities as they moved towards the main gallery. 

 

 
 At each point along the route, information flags opened to highlight various wayfinding 

decision moments, explaining how elements within that area work to orient and aid in 
navigating that particular space. A symmetrical entry to a classroom became an 
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opportunity to make it to class without interrupting the lecture, for example. A 
seemingly mundane elevator lobby acted as a cleansing moment between two very 
different volumetric treatments. A cluttered mess detracted from one path, encouraging 
movement in a different direction. A stairway acted as a hub, helping people reorient 
and redirect their path. Or an expanse of space within an otherwise confining corridor 
helped people realize they’d actually arrived at the final destination. 

 

  
 When visitors finally reached the gallery, they were met by an essentially empty room, 

filled only by vinyl graphics, three posters, and a single table with a computer monitor. 
The principal idea was to show how branding can activate a space, how that in turn 
affects a behavior, which then influences navigational decision-making. How would 
people react to the space? Would they find its emptiness freeing after the confining 
corridor? Would they find it overwhelming? Interesting? Uncomfortable? Or inviting?  

The posters installed along the side walls discussed how different areas of 
wayfinding—behavior, space, and semiotics—work together to influence navigational 
decisions, while the computer monitor located towards the center-right of the room 
played a looped slideshow outlining these same ideas on a larger urban environment. 

As people investigated the exhibit, many did not know how to react. Many students 
playfully wandered along the lines in the corridors, stopping to read information flags 
(blocking traffic in the process), while singing songs of yellow brick roads along the 
way. They had fun… That is, until they reached the gallery space. Here, they would 
stop and peer in carefully, almost afraid to enter. They had quickly realized that the 
empty space set up a stage for the exhibit, and interacting within that space meant 
they’d become actively involved in the production.  

Some were content to participate, cutting across the stage, touching the vinyl graphics 
and walking along the wandering paths these created. Others were a bit more shy, 
entering along either side wall, avoiding the center of the room where the large 
“KNOWHERE” logo sprawled invitingly across the floor. They read, then cautiously, 
and quietly moved to the opposite wall, or cut “off-stage” around the exhibit using the 
more confining, yet comfortable, corridor route to watch the slideshow.  

Only small children, those who know the world is their stage, took advantage of the 
logo, tracing its path back and forth with their steps, or dropping to all fours to slide up 
and down the corridor path, tripping everyone in the process. 

In the end, when the exhibit was to be removed, faculty, students, and administrative 
staff alike stopped in to express their appreciation for the lessons learned with its 
design. Ultimately, part of the exhibit continues to live on, as building administration 
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requested all signage be left in place, since its presence had reduced the number of lost 
visitors within the building, thus increasing the efficiency of both the building itself and 
the staff working within it. 

And while the exhibit provided students with the opportunity to observe how familiar, 
frequently overlooked environmental elements aid in navigation and orientation, this 
particular tool of the KNOWHERE set was designed to literally point these ideas out 
within familiar surroundings. In order for students to play a more active role in learning 
about how behavior, environment, and culture play a part in wayfinding decisions, they 
need to get out of the familiar, remove themselves from the culture of observation, and 
immerse themselves in a culture of interaction.  

For this reason, a Roadkit for Exploring KNOWHERE was developed. 

The Roadkit, a portable drawing and documentation kit for wayfinding exploration, 
holds a number of tools within a single-piece handmade felt bag. These include a set of 
illustration and watercolor devices (even a TSA-approved x-acto), a water bottle (must 
keep the students hydrated), an orientation field book, a series of exploration prompts, 
sketchbooks for use in these explorations, a portable printer, and a video camera for 
documenting more ethereal ideas. 

The orientation field book contained within showcases a series of spreads designed  to 
explain the purpose of the kit, as well as a mapping exercise that helps students start 
“looking around” for ideas and elements of place-definition. Since we tend to navigate 
differently based upon context, investigation of just what defines a given context 
becomes essential in understanding what makes wayfinding happen. 

Wayfinding tags, or transparencies, are also provided, which allow students to 
photographically tag elements within the field that might be used to identify landmarks, 
edges, hubs, or districts within their drawings and mapping investigations. These 
photographs can be printed for use in collage techniques, using the included Polaroid 
portable printer, or shared in group discussions about how each element works to orient 
within the context. 

To further aid in investigating navigational behaviors and clues, a number of drawing 
prompt cards outline specific ideas that students are to focus on as they explore. Each 
card is color coded, based upon its focus of behavior (yellow), semiotics (red), or 
volumetric (orange) applications. And each card provides very broad ideas of what 
elements within an environment 

 

  
 students should seek out, as well as which ones they may want to avoid in their 

investigations. Additional information provided on the cards outlines different drawing 
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techniques students should employ in their documentation, helping them break from 
highly picturesque interpretations, investigating in more abstracted, diagrammatic 
methods. The front of each card visually suggests how each diagrammatic investigation 
may eventually look, while actively avoiding a highly prescriptive “do this” solution. 

But does it work? Can the kit be used to teach ideas of wayfinding in a more active 
manner? And more importantly, can it do so without boring the students to tears? 

To find out, seventeen Roadkits were constructed and distributed to design students 
from Miami’s Architecture, Interior Design, Graphic Design, and Interactive Design 
programs for use in a summer 2011 study abroad studio. With the assistance of my 
husband, John Humphries, assistant professor of architecture and interior design at 
Miami, I led these students throughout the different urban environments of Italy, 
immersing them in unfamiliar environments and having them focus on ideas of 
navigation and orientation along the way. 

Unfortunately, we failed miserably at keeping our son, Denver, from being bored. To. 
Tears. However, we did manage to keep students busy, exploring their surroundings, 
watching people, and documenting ideas of navigation. And they claimed to be having 
fun and learning something along the way. 

During the studio tour, we stopped at a number of different locations, including Rome 
(a city of landmarks), Milan (with its highly fashionable districts), Orvieto (a city on the 
edge), and Florence (centralized around its St. Maria del Fiore hub). Arriving within 
each city, we started the lessons by the students to the more important landmarks within 
each area—grocers, markets, and laundromats. Afterwards, we would ask students to 
quickly diagram what they remembered seeing along this tour, and how they might use 
these elements as navigational aids in future explorations. The idea was to establish 
each location as a new wayfinding experience, where they could become free to work 
from the exploration cards and mapping exercises. 

For the duration of our stay in each location, students looked at a number of 
environmental and behavioral clues, as outlined by the exploration cards. Some prompts 
had them investigating how façade clues, such as openings or scale, might inform about 
the function of building volumes and access to these. 

 

   
 Other investigations called into question just what elements within an environment 

might constitute a “sign.” Or how a dominant visual orientation (vertical or horizontal) 
might lead the eye and frame information. Some investigated how space changes with 
the presence of people, and how such congregations might inform about circulation and 
access. Spatial prompts questioned how a connection between spaces can be used to 
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lead people visually and physically. More semiotic-based studies questioned how color 
might establish a sense of place. 

Each prompt within the kit is designed to condense highly layered environmental 
information to a single, abstract idea, so that students can then focus attention on 
determining whether that element truly works to orient within a given context. Students 
tended to notice that the clues that worked best were those that seemed more hidden, or 
“intuitive” in the end. Actively seeking them out encouraged students to further 
investigate how these might be used in a larger urban environment as they developed 
their final projects, a series of experiential maps of each city visited. 

At the end of each city’s tour, students developed maps of their interpretations of that 
city and its navigational elements. Many focused on ideas of place-making, including 
landmarks and other elements that established an overall sense of that location. Some 
focused on how they “felt” as they encountered the city—rushed to meet assignments, 
overwhelmed by the density of the architecture, or relaxed and free to roam.  

Others still looked at more obvious, quantifiable solutions that outlined their direct 
paths and methods used in exploring, such as how specific destinations literally linked 
together, or how a dominant color observed on site could act as a key for understanding 
that day’s itinerary. But throughout all examples, clear ideas of orientational elements 
and navigational opportunities read clearly. 

 

   
 In this, it became clear that by throwing students into these unfamiliar environments, 

literally without a map, we helped them learn ideas of navigation and orientation that 
they could easily apply to design in all dimensions. And in combining this culture of 
interaction along with the culture of observation developed within the exhibit design, 
KNOWHERE provides a more immersive, engaging, and hopefully more fulfilling 
method of learning about the world of wayfinding than standard lectures ever could. 
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Bio 

 

Samantha Perkins 
Visiting Assistant Professor  
Miami University; Oxford, Ohio Department of Art  
Graphic Design Program  

 

 
Samantha Perkins trained across multiple design disciplines, obtaining her BS in 
Architecture from the University of Texas at Arlington, and her MFA in graphic design 
from the Academy of Art University, San Francisco.  

As an architectural designer and wayfinder, she has worked on projects ranging in scale 
from small outpatient cancer centers, to Asian shopping megaplexes, luxury hotels, and 
convention venues. As an educator, she has taught architecture, interior design, and 
graphic design studios, seminars, and workshops on undergraduate and graduate levels. 

Her current attentions focus on how navigation and wayfinding can apply beyond 
signage to all aspects of design, including interaction, print, and education. And she 
uses these ideas to warp the young minds of graphic design students at Miami 
University in Oxford, Ohio, taking them on her very own road to KNOWHERE. 
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Bridging EGD: Introducing Communities to the Potentials of Environmental Graphic Design 

Justin Molloy Assistant Professor, Visual Communication; the University of Oklahoma 
 Principal, SIGNITECTURE  

Abstract This paper discusses the potential for environmental graphic design (EGD) in 
emergent and small communities where both EGD and the value of design are 
unknown. When designers arrive in a community for the first time, they tend to 
notice things other people do not. Things like how information and experiences are 
integrated into a cityscape or neighborhood, or how a vision of a community shapes 
the delivery of their identity or message. When I arrived in Oklahoma nearly a year 
ago, I was told that there were huge opportunities for design to make an impact. 
Designers in Oklahoma are aware of what could be possible, but “the bridge” to 
make design a community focus had to date not been completed. Leaders in these 
communities have not been connected to the full potential that design offers. 
Without this knowledge base, the users of these communities do not understand what 
design is. A common misunderstanding that complicates matters is that design is 
equated as marketing. Design is mistakenly understood as the way to “dress things 
up” or make something “eye catching.” The incomplete part of “the bridge” is the 
notion that design can be a transformative mechanism that goes beyond the surface, 
and has the capacity to change the way we experience our present moment and 
envision our future. 

Methodologies The community-based projects described in this paper were conducted by bridging a 
relationship between the academic and research community of The University of 
Oklahoma and local communities in Oklahoma.  

Student projects were executed in a design studio during the Fall Semester of 2012. 
Students were presented with the opportunity to situate their projects within the 
context of conceptual realism. Projects were located in a real physical location, and 
students were encouraged to work without the limitations and nuances of politics 
and economics in order to create a strategic vision for the future. Students worked 
primarily in two person teams selected at their own discretion. The studio was 
structured as an open lab with daily desk critiques between me and the students, and 
weekly group critiques that frequently involved the input from outside visitors 
including faculty and other local designers. The community projects were conducted 
in concert with the respective local stakeholders and designers through an intensive 
multi-day workshop. The project in Depew was initiated with the support and desire 
for the local community to have a plan for an executable project, with real yet finite 
budgetary definitions. 

Beginnings In Oklahoma, professional groups such as the AdClub and Art Director’s Club are 
the dominant professional organizations, followed by AIGA, for both firms and 
individuals. SEGD has always had a handful of members, some longstanding, in 
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Oklahoma. However, the need for an increased presence by SEGD was evident. 

As an Educator, I have been an integral connector and collaborator who is engaged 
in bridging EGD and design understanding to small and local communities in 
Oklahoma. This education process goes beyond the project-practice model by 
connecting across and within communities to show how design can incite change 
and enable transformations for the future. 

The mechanism for community education has occurred at three key engagement 
levels: with the community at large, with students, and with other designers. SEGD 
is playing a role in this transformation. In August, SEGD OK was established and 
the process of connecting to the community was started. The Oklahoma design 
community is largely focused around the advertising industry. By partnering with 
the Norman Arts Council and The University of Oklahoma Arts District, a 
PechaKucha Night (also known as 20x20) presence was established to create a 
platform for creative sharing and exchange. The two joint events to date have 
spawned new relationships between key links in the community, and with emerging 
creative professionals. These new bridges have confirmed that a desire for a local 
design community exists and will continue to evolve. 

Within The University of Oklahoma (OU) faculty, I was the first new hire in the 
Visual Communication program in the past twenty years. This type of shift is being 
experienced at design schools across the country, where the next generation of 
educators is ushering in new experiences, new models, and a new bridge to the 
designers of the future. The Visual Communication program is situated within the 
School of Art & Art History in the College of Fine Arts. With over seventy students, 
it is the largest program by number in the school, and is experiencing growth due to 
shifts in market-based demands. Being situated in a school where the majority of the 
educators are fine artists creates a unique set of challenges where design is 
frequently viewed as an inferior trade-based discipline. This particular 
misconception of design is perpetuated by a mentality that links design to an 
advertising and marketing culture versus strategic value systems. 

Each Spring, over sixty students compete for a finite number of seats in the Visual 
Communication Program. Those who are accepted into the program experience all 
facets of design and visual culture during an intense six-semester curriculum. 
Traditional aspects of print design, branding, and typography are coupled with 
motion graphics, interactive, and interface design. I was interested in integrating 
EGD and the broader value of EGD thinking into upper level design courses. This 
effort is in a large part due to the recent alignment and fusion of the parallel aspects 
of EGD and experience design with interactive and interface design. Emerging 
technology and media based platforms are creating massive change and are 
precipitating a shift in the definition of EGD that has for the most part remained a 
relative constant over the last forty years. This paradigm shift that has expanded the 
breadth of the designer’s role in general (i.e. designer as advocate, designer as 
strategist, etc.) has been embraced in emerging practices and has now shifted to 
education. This shift is occurring not only as a necessity to rebalance the system that 
produces the designers of the future, but is also reflective of the economic, social, 
and political evolution of the last decade.  

It is obvious that we are in a time period where the need for change exists.  More 
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importantly, we must recognize that transformative change occurs with the 
alignment of these current possibilities and a community based desire for a 
continued evolution of new and existing bridges. 

As a new faculty member representing the next generation of design and education 
models, I was presented with the context for ushering in an era of change. This is a 
unique challenge in essentially an uncharted context. Students at OU come from 
many diverse locations, urban and rural, in both Oklahoma and Texas. Many of 
these students’ professional experiences are constrained to on-campus marketing 
jobs where the client is the university, and the immediate mentor or supervisor is not 
a trained designer. This precarious relationship creates an immediate need for the 
undoing of bad practices that have been embraced in the workplace. These situations 
represent a valuable opportunity to break from what has been endorsed as “good” 
and challenge students to rethink and elevate the way they strategize and present 
design to an immediate community-based audience. The following case studies 
represent my efforts to elevate design in the context of a community that can be 
enlightened by the potential for change. 

Campus-showing: 
Next Generation 
Designers 

During the Fall semester, senior design students completed a project called 
Campusshowing. The intent of this studio was to analyze the OU Norman Campus 
for specific placemaking, information, and interface enhancement opportunities. The 
project’s intent was to show what could be possible with meaningful and relevant 
design strategy and execution in a context that has not yet met its fullest designed 
potential. 

The OU Norman Campus is situated roughly twenty miles south of Oklahoma City. 
OU is the flagship research university in Oklahoma. Due to the close proximity of 
the National Weather Center and abundant local energy reserves, OU has positioned 
itself as a national leader in science and engineering. The campus architecture is 
situated in the niche vernacular of the Cherokee Gothic Style—the Oklahoma variant 
of traditional Collegiate Gothic. Mid-century modern structures and a few recently 
added contemporary building extensions are in the minority. 

For the most part, non-designers have largely been responsible for curating the 
existing campus information and messaging infrastructure. As a result, maps and 
directional elements are non-existent, while buildings and destinations are 
undersigned or completely left without significant identification. The information 
infrastructure of interior spaces consists largely of legacy signage and messaging 
elements, some dating back to the early 1970s. Old-style building directories, 
engraved room and name plaques litter both old and renovated structures alike. Any 
new users to the campus environment, including the yearly entry of freshman, are 
left to their own devices. Building occupants frequently implement ad-hoc mapping 
and directional solutions out of pure necessity to help eliminate the barrage of 
questions from lost individuals asking for directions to frequented destinations. 

From the perspective of the design students and design faculty, the overall campus 
environment is an untouched target for the work of environmental graphic designers. 
It remains an incomplete bridge between campus users and the interfaces they 
navigate and interact with. The potential for an integrated approach to both branding 
and information management is massive. The potential for the academic design 
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problem was clear. Present the students with the status quo, and incite within them 
the potential for believing that design can not only make things better, but can 
inspire a community to want to make it perform better. 

While the students largely understood that the campus was underperforming in its 
information organization and expressive graphic potential, they were initially met 
with reservations about how any of their forward-thinking design dreams could be 
integrated into a largely conservative and top-down-managed campus. The response 
to this was largely focused on allowing them to have the opportunity to think big, 
and continually ask themselves “Why not?” 
In a studio of seventeen, the students broke into teams and started a broad analysis of 
the campus focusing on specific areas that presented opportunities for design 
interventions. The most significant opportunities for EGD-based interventions 
included the Union, Stadium, the Arts District, Parking Garages, and the Dorms. 
Students’ research indicated that the information systems they were engaging were 
lacking basic organizational hierarchy, a consistent brand message, and were void of 
options for users, ranging from visitors to students and faculty. The graphics in the 
addendum of this paper present three specific case studies from the Campusshowing 
project that illustrate interventions at three key engagement spaces on campus. 
Specifically they are the Union, the Stadium, and an outdoor space near the center of 
campus that students coined as “The Maze.” 
In the project concerning the Oklahoma Memorial Union, students updated the 
building directory and directional information system using a combination of brand, 
traditional static graphics, and the introduction of a dynamic system called 
UnionTV. The design concept and execution was focused primarily on student and 
campus visitor needs. The strategy integrated the core OU brand colors, an evolved 
and unique mark for the Union, as well as the thoughtful use of interactive display 
technology to better showcase meaningful events, news, and timely information to 
multiple audiences. 
OU is known for Sooner Football. Game Days on the OU campus are a unique 
experience for the first timer and seasoned alumni alike. As the campus flexes its 
capacity to accommodate the influx of an additional 50,000 fans, location-based 
directional information becomes critical to keeping the crowds moving smoothly 
between their destinations. Again, any nominal existing wayfinding performs in the 
most minimal sense, leaving first time visitors to the Oklahoma Memorial Stadium 
lost and confused. Students created key information and graphic components to 
celebrate the OU Game Day experience through both physical and digital application 
based strategies. 
Monumental BOOMER and SOONER typographic sculptures that flank the north 
and south entries to the stadium and practice field provide a photo opportunity for 
alumni, students and fans. The Game Day app for mobile devices provides a useful 
countdown clock until the next game. The app also includes game day wayfinding 
and information functionality. A route is mapped out to your seat in the stadium, 
GPS marks where you parked your car on campus, and push notifications keep you 
in check with the score while you enjoy a tailgate event during the game. 
The OU campus is also home to a diverse collection of both contemporary and 
figurative sculptures. Students in this team situated their placemaking project, The 
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Maze, into an idyllic interstitial space that consists of figurative sculpture, lush 
landscaping, and integrated concrete seating. A unique brand mark was created, 
derived from the intersections in the plan diagram of the area. This mark was then 
dimensionalized into the form of a colorful contemporary sculpture. Conceptual 
inspiration was drawn from stone forms in the landscape as well as the runic 
alphabet. Both digital and physical forms were integrated alongside each other. A 
motion graphic sequence featuring the formation of the mark is displayed on an 
integrated media panel with information about adjacent building locations and 
service destinations. This crossover from physical to digital allows for the 
experience to extend to a dynamic platform allowing for more ephemeral user 
experiences. 

Project Postcard Change driving engagement requires not only the participation of the next generation 
of designers, but also requires an openness and trust by the stakeholders of a 
community. Community engagement is dependent on relationships. The OU brand 
maintains a longstanding and trusted reputation in Oklahoma due to its alumni base 
and by the fact that all Oklahomans to a degree consider themselves Sooners. 

Concurrent with the ongoing student based projects, an opportunity to work on a 
community project was presented in collaboration with the Institute for Quality 
Communities (IQC). IQC is an OU Presidential Initiative, directed by OU Alumni 
and urban designer Blair Humphreys. IQC is uniquely situated within the College of 
Architecture and affiliates with architects, urban designers, planners, landscape 
architects, and environmental graphic designers. IQC’s primary activity is focused 
around community-based projects with an emphasis on urban design and renewal. I 
was invited by IQC’s director to engage with their team on a project for a small 
community located halfway between Oklahoma City and Tulsa.  

Depew, Oklahoma is a community with five hundred citizens situated on an old and 
forgotten loop along Historic Route 66. Depew was once directly on Route 66, but 
has been bypassed three times. The first two times occurred with new road 
alignments of US-66 (now OK-66). The third and final bypass occurred with the 
construction of the Turner Turnpike (Interstate 44) which runs directly parallel to 
Route 66. The goal of the workshop was to design a new gateway for Depew, 
celebrating its history and geographical situation along the original Mother Road in 
Oklahoma. 

During the two-day visit to Depew, IQC ran their signature designWorks community 
workshop and involved designers from both the OU Norman and Tulsa campuses. 
Also participating were key stakeholders from Depew including the mayor, city 
council members, and key “history” keepers from the community. Our 
interdisciplinary design team worked through several schemes incorporating 
concepts for community gateways. The initial studies included elements such as 
roadside billboards, sculptural supergraphics, and illuminated erector-set-like 
towers.  As we neared the end of the first day of the workshop, economic realities 
began to set in. Knowing that the forward thinking designs we were fervently 
sketching would never be cost feasible, we strategically decided that it would be 
appropriate to define and create a new symbolic brand for the City of Depew. This 
brand would allow for applications of various scale to be implemented over time as 
the community’s budget allowed. 
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The central component of the brand platform was the creation of a postcard 
attraction on Main Street, on the original US-66 loop in Downtown Depew. Project 
Postcard focused on the iconic image of a white church pew, with a graphic “Route 
66” icon applied to the pew. The brand tagline, “Have a seat in Depew on Route 66,” 
is a playful reference to “The Pew” and becomes an instantly unique and 
recognizable roadside destination.  

The brand strategy was easily scalable, and could be applied to strategic touchpoints 
for both visitors and residents alike. The town’s hilltop water tower would receive a 
refresh with dual branding highlighting both the new Depew logo as well as the 
identity for the Hornets, Depew High School’s mascot. Primary and secondary 
directional signage would direct people to Main Street from OK-66. Placemaking 
elements such as custom banners would extend the brand message to the pedestrian 
scale on a seasonal rotation. The Pew would be a unique and memorable social 
media opportunity that visiting families, young couples, and community members 
can engage to unite alongside as a base for economic and social growth.  

The City of Depew, having never been impacted by the capacity for design, 
embraced the brand concept and proposed platform with resounding support. A plan 
was immediately strategized to implement the project. In April 2012, the official 
Depew “Pew” was unveiled on Main Street during the annual “Depew Fest.” The 
pew was skinned in a white vinyl graphic that was prepared by the local vocational 
technology school. The State of Oklahoma provided four new official “Historic 
Route 66” directional signs leading people off OK-66 onto the Main Street 
Downtown loop. T-Shirts with the Depew logo were handed out during the 
unveiling, and plans to extend the brand to additional platforms are currently in the 
works. While the actual design execution may not have been what was initially 
anticipated prior to the workshop, the lessons learned by the Depew project were 
clear. Meaningful design can make a significant emotional, social, and economic 
impact in small and unexpected places. 

Next Community engagement, education, and the adoption of the mindset that design can 
make a difference create the opportunity for change. All of these elements are 
afforded by the potential possibilities that EGD and design offer communities 
through our “bridging” efforts. As educators and stewards of design, we as a 
collective must continue to promote our common set of values to ensure that our 
communities and the next generation of designers can compete and continue to 
improve design’s incredibly important role in the global cultural landscape. 
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Design Anthropology as Bridge between Respectful Knowing and Making 
Elizabeth (Dori) Tunstall 
 Associate Professor of Design Anthropology; Swinburne University of Technology 

Faculty of Design 
Associate Dean, Learning and Teaching  
Swinburne University of Technology 

Abstract “Design translates values into tangible experiences. What are your values?” This is a 
question that Dori Tunstall, Associate Professor of Design Anthropology at 
Swinburne University of Technology asks the students who take her courses in the 
Design Anthropology Program. Marking the boundaries between respectful knowing 
and making, design anthropology lives across and within design’s desire to serve as a 
positive force in the universe by drawing attention across evolving human values, the 
making of environments, objects, communications, and interactions that express those 
values, and the experiences that give interpretation to those values and their 
meanings. But design must learn to tread respectfully in order to avoid becoming 
another colonizing practice. In this presentation, Dori Tunstall explores the teaching 
of design anthropology as a hybrid praxis of (1) critical anthropological and design 
theory, (2) anthropological and participatory design research methods, and (3) design 
studio and social systems making. She outlines eight principles of design 
anthropology as a decolonized practice that seeks to be respectful of different ways of 
knowing and making. The showcasing of projects completed by students in her 
Transcultural Aesthetics and Contemporary Design course marks the limitations and 
possibilities of the discipline as a bridge between respectful knowing and making.  

List of the principles of Design Anthropology to be theorized and exemplified:  

1. Value systems and cultures ought to be accepted as dynamic, not static. Each 
generation goes through the process of negotiating the elements that make up their 
value systems and cultures.  

2. One ought to recognize the mutual borrowing that happens among value systems 
and cultures, and seek to mitigate or eliminate the unequal circumstances in which 
that borrowing takes place.  

3. One must look simultaneously at what is expressed as that to be gained, lost, and 
created new in the recombination of value systems and cultures by a group of 
people.  

4. One should seek to eliminate false distinctions between art, craft, and design in 
order to better recognize all culturally important forms of making as a way in 
which people make value systems tangible to themselves and others.  

5. One ought to create processes that enable respectful dialogue and relational 
interactions such that everyone is able to contribute their expertise equally to the 
process of designing and those contributions are properly recognized and 
remunerated.  

6. Projects should use design processes and artifacts to work with groups to shift 
hegemonic value systems that are detrimental to the holistic well-being of 
vulnerable groups, dominant groups, and their extended environments.   

7. The ultimate criteria for success of any Design Anthropology engagement are the 
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recognized creation of conditions of compassion among the participants in the 
project and in harmony with their wider environments. 
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 As Associate Professor of Design Anthropology and Associate Dean, Learning and 
Teaching, Dori investigates how design translates human values into tangible 
experiences.  After completing her Ph.D. in anthropology at Stanford University, Dori 
gained extensive industry experience as a Senior Experience Modeler at Sapient and 
Senior Experience Planner for Arc World Wide.  

The purpose of Design Anthropology is to understand how the processes and artefacts 
of design help define what it means to be human. By taking into account how others 
see and experience the world differently, products and services can be designed that 
work with people and nature rather than disrupt them. Currently Dori is working, in 
collaboration with Dr. Norman Sheehan, on establishing the Swinburne Centre for 
Indigenous Knowledge and Design Anthropology (CIKADA).  Where other forms of 
research into Australian Indigenous cultures often end up imposing upon 
communities, design anthropology methods seek to understand the many different 
backgrounds and cultures so as to assist and empower them.  

Prior to working at Swinburne, Dori was a researcher and teacher at the University of 
Illinois. Dori also maintains an active role as a primary architect in developing the 
U.S. National Design Policy Initiative.  The aim of this peak body is to transform 
America’s economic competitiveness and democratic governance by establishing new 
policy in key areas such as design promotion, innovation and commerce, design 
standards for safety, sustainability, inclusion, and quality, and the role of design in 
policy formation and implementation. 
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Augmented the Physical with the Digital: Understanding the Practical Benefits of a Digitally 
Enhanced Urban Environment  
[This is a Working Draft and will be updated for the event and “final” Academic Summit workbook] 

Vijay Mathews  Partner & Creative Director;  Winfield & Co. 

Background Often times when people think of wayfinding, the first thing that comes to mind is 
signs. It is the first thing travelers look for as a visual confirmation that they have 
arrived at the intended destination. Signage has serviced a need of directing users 
along their journey and has been used to identify destinations for centuries, but as 
interior and exterior spaces become more complex, the signage needed to direct its 
user has equally become as complex. With the modern growing need to facilitate 
additional orientation and directional information, interpretive content, and multiple 
languages, for a growing and diverse population, sign systems are becoming less 
effective. 

With this new demand, the inclusion and depth of information required on signs 
needs to be strategically determined. This strategy places an emphasis on the design 
team to determine what information must be provided at each location to help users 
find the respective destination. However, this strategy, as thoughtful and as user-
focused as it can be, is still a subjective interpretation of the space that omits content 
to fit within the physical constraints and placement of signs. 

The physical constraint prevents a comprehensive inclusion of directional, orientation 
and interpretive information. Sign strategies often include directional signs that only 
point users to key destinations, disregarding any location not deemed notable. 
Orientation signs only include small maps of immediate areas, without any 
surrounding context or detail. The maps on those orientation signs only label notable 
interests and often-times tediously rely on a coordinate grid system to find other 
destinations. Interpretive panels only include brief contextual descriptions without 
any immediate way to learn more. Additionally all this information, for the most part, 
is locked into one language without any alternatives for non-native speakers. 

The sole reliance on physical signs may get to where you need to go, but it hampers 
informed exploration, learning, and understanding. Those limitations reveal that 
physical signs can no longer be the only way to access information about a 
destination. However, it is only now that alternative means of filling that gap has been 
achievable. The advent of digital devices and applications has augmented the 
traditional signage program by providing a richness of information that physical signs 
simply cannot support. Tools such as websites, touchscreen displays, and 
smartphones have supplemented signage deficiencies. 

Adoption There have been a few factors as to why digital tools are only now coming into play. 
Most notably, they are more cost effective to build and maintain, while the software 
to power such devices are more robust, stable and easier to program, allowing for 
rich, friendly, and intuitive experiences. But it has been the introduction of the 
smartphone that has been the catalyst to consider the value of a digital presence in the 
wayfinding design process. 

Smartphones have penetrated the market with great ease and aggression. The origins 
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of this adoption can be traced back to its predecessor devices, namely the personal 
computer and the cellular mobile telephone. It took almost three decades for each of 
those devices to be considered household necessities. It was that slow integration into 
mainstream culture that allowed users to welcome and eventually rely on the 
technology. 

When the principles of computers and cellphones developed into smartphones, users 
were more accepting of such a device because of the established familiarity with each 
respective aspect of the device. Users had spent years learning how to interact with 
those devices, learning the interface and understanding the graphic language. So the 
introduction to the smartphone was a natural evolution. However, what soon became 
apparent, and quite a surprise, was how reliant users would become on smartphones. 
In some ways, the smartphone became an extension of the user - a fifth limb. The 
ability to stay connected and access virtually unlimited amount of content, and to 
interact with applications that inform and engage, changed the average user’s 
perception of digital media expectations. This new perception, resulted in users 
becoming more savvy, becoming less reliant on traditional physical counterparts, be it 
book or disc, and are now embracing other digital tools and media that help them 
discover how they want to find their way. 

Changing 
Perceptions 

Digital devices, with their ability to access information instantly, have transformed 
how users interact with their surroundings. Users no longer have to wait until they 
reach a physical sign to be reassured of their correct direction. These devices, 
equipped with GPS technology, become personal guides, instilling an ability to 
confidently explore and learn what was once uncertain. 

Smartphone applications in particular have given users a means to quickly find 
directions, learn more about a destination, and view daily happenings. These 
applications provide a means to satiate a user’s inherent need to be informed about an 
unknown. These applications also are very directly functional. Applications, for the 
most part, have a singular purpose. For example, if you need to find directions to a 
location, you may use the Google Maps app. If you are looking for a good place to 
eat, you may use Yelp, and if you are trying to discover what’s happening, the Time 
Out app acts as a handy resource. These single purpose applications, as a result, offer 
a rich and precise experience, focused on providing accurate and up-to-date 
information. 

It is this liberation of information that has transformed how users perceive and 
interact. It altered users’ reliance on physical counterparts. Digital applications are 
not bound by hierarchical constraints. Because applications are capable of managing 
multiple layers of information, users can choose to navigate into the application to 
reveal additional levels of details. Users can control how they prefer to explore the 
information they need through filters, preferences, or recommendations. Additionally, 
digital applications can be easily updated and changed. As a result, there is an 
inherent trust in the information being provided as being up-to-date. Smartphones 
have opened up users’ minds to accepting the benefits of digital applications and it 
has changed how people can and want to interact with their surroundings. But this 
digital adoption should not be seen as a separation of the physical environment and 
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physical signage. With new signage programs being developed, the question being 
asked is how to implement both digital and physical methodologies into an integrated 
toolkit. Physical signs are no longer the only wayfinding elements, and in some ways 
they are being reinterpreted to allow for dynamic content. When thinking of the user’s 
journey, handheld maps, orientation and information kiosks, directional posts, and 
identification markers have all been part of the traditional signage toolkit. 

It is the inclusion of websites, smartphone applications, and digital kiosks that can be 
used to fill in the gaps and unload some of the burden placed on physical signs. 

The same design principles used to develop traditional physical signage programs 
apply to digital applications. Just like physical signage, digital applications still 
require a visual language of typography, icons, and color, navigational maps, 
directional planning, and an organizational structure for its directory of destinations. 
But because digital applications react to the user’s touch, they require an additional 
level of design thinking. They require an interactive understanding of how users 
should explore content, and how content should be revealed. 

The key difference is that digital applications place less of an emphasis on the need 
for wayfinding strategies. Digital applications take the guesswork out of wayfinding. 
Users no longer have to interpret wayfinding systems because orientation indicators 
and real-time directional routing used in digital applications serve as a constant guide 
highlighting the correct direction. Instead digital applications take on the role of 
providing users additional levels of information to allow for more informed decisions.  

Various companies have begun to reimagine the role of traditional physical signs 
when digitally augmented. The company Urbanscale has completely re-envisioned 
what an information and orientation kiosk can be for a city when implemented 
digitally. The concept, “Urbanflow,” provides users traditional wayfinding 
information such as directions, destinations, and transit schedule, but also provides 
layers of ambient data such as traffic flows, air-quality, and parking info to get a 
better understanding of the city as a whole. 

“In its simplest form, Urbanflow presents itself as a city map. As a street 
map, its role is multifaceted; it is a tool for orientation, identification and 
discovery, as well as a source of comfort for visitors. 
As a rich, digital service, Urbanflow can provide users with immediate, 
useful information. The situated nature of urban screens means 
that the ‘one size fits all approach to street cartography can be discarded 
and replaced with a living system that adapts to individual users’ needs 
and requests. 
Variables such as date, time and location may be reflected in the map’s 
content. The depth of the concept comes from a range of layers built 
upon the Urbanflow city map, designed to maximize the potential of 
Helsinki’s situated urban screens. 
The benefits of this are significant. First, the city itself becomes more 
transparent and reactive to its citizens’ needs. It becomes easier to 
navigate for visitors, and more serendipitous for locals. City officials and 
municipal governments are provided with a completely new way to 
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connect with citizens and visitors and a city that is more connected to its 
people works and feels better.” 

This reinterpretation provides users a more useful experience with their urban 
environment. It allows them the information to browse the environment, learn about 
interests, and most importantly get to where they want to go. It offers a level of 
information that would inaccessible and unmappable with a conventional physical 
sign. The inclusion of understanding exactly where you are in any given context 
provides a reassurance and geographic context that allows for a greater understanding 
of space. 

This reliance on GPS assisted applications has empowered people with a sense of 
confidence in complex spaces. Because maps in digital applications are no longer 
confined to physical boundaries nor fixed to physical objects, users can span through 
virtually unlimited space. Users can explore and navigate their surrounding areas, 
panning and zooming to reveal contextual clues of their surroundings, nearby points 
of interest, neighborhood boundaries and street names, addresses, and physical 
landmarks to name a few. The use of these applications has allowed for a more 
informed and educated user base. Knowing that at any time a user can input a 
destination into their application to plot the quickest route, there is an inherent 
comfort to walk off course and to explore. The concern and fear of getting lost is no 
longer relevant. The lack of concern, and the confidence to explore, allows for an 
increased means to become familiar with an area. The familiarity builds up an 
understanding of a space, to the point where the user may no longer need a map, no 
longer rely on a sign, and no longer use an app, which, in my opinion, is the goal of 
any wayfinding system. 

Creating a 
Companion App 

[Case Study] 

Designers today are at the forefront of this digital transformation and integration. 
There is no precedence for what can be. There are no rules and there no requirements 
which is a benefit and a detriment. 

The lack of standard conventions and rules often times can lead to a digital 
experience that is poorly implemented by companies. Perhaps the interface is not 
intuitive, or the features and availability of content is bare. Because this format is 
relatively new, there are simply fewer successfully implemented and documented 
projects to act as examples of what is possible. 

However, it is now the job of designers to determine what is possible. Designers now 
have the responsibility of discovering how to create a considered digital experience 
with the goal of creating an application that can be widely accessible and beneficial to 
the end-user. 

It was that sense of discovery and exploration that led my company to develop such 
an application. We were confronted with a destination that at the time did not have 
any useful signage and was so entangled with pathways and destinations that the area 
itself was a maze. 

This area was Central Park. Located in the middle of Manhattan, Central Park is one 
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of the most famous—and most popular—parks in the world.  It welcomes more than 
35 million visitors annually. With 21 playgrounds, 36 bridges and arches, nearly 50 
fountains, monuments and sculptures, a seemingly endless number of greens and 
gardens, and miles of pathways that span over 843 acres (3.41 sq. km), Central Park 
is a daunting and confusing place to navigate for residents and visitors alike. 

Knowing the smartphones are basically mini computers that have the processing 
power to allow for multiple forms of content, GPS, directionals, orientation, 
augmented reality, routing, why not create an application that takes all those features 
and puts them into a single app that helps people navigate complex spaces? Why not 
create an application that users can access at all times providing relevant information 
when and where they want or need it? 

Before even proceeding with fleshing out the idea, a question presented itself: doesn’t 
the Google Maps app already allow a user to navigate complex areas. The answer is 
simply no. Upon examination of Google Maps on a pedestrian level, many complex 
areas are practically unmapped. The available pathways shown are few and idealized. 
Additionally, there is no hierarchical differentiation in importance of locations. 
Additionally, all of the content is stored online, without any offline access. And most 
importantly, occasionally Google Maps will actually direct you to the wrong location. 

Knowing that there was a need to create a highly detailed application, we first began 
by determining what should be included in the app. This brainstorming session 
became a wish list. It was this phase where we tossed around ideas of fun features to 
include, but it also during this phase where started plotting out the actual types of 
information to include. This feature/ content strategy discovery phase helped us 
establish a diagrammatic framework of the application’s information architecture. It 
served as a master plan of everything we would need to design, develop and populate. 

Using that framework as a basis, we began to determine the actual visual design and 
user interactions. Because the application was being accessed on a smartphone, we 
had to tailor the user experience to recognize that format and take advantage of how a 
user interacts with such a device. We realized the same interaction language you use 
for a website does not necessarily translate to a smartphone. A smartphone is 
primarily interacted with by using your thumbs, a tablet with your hand, and a 
website with a mouse and keyboard. The experience can be completely different 
depending on that fact. That almost tactile relationship you have by using your phone 
establishes a very personal connection. Touch is a sensory approach, but because 
there is not tactile response to touch with smartphones, there needs to be visual 
response to that same gesture. Those gestural responses each need to be carefully 
considered during this design phase. What happens when you tap an icon? How does 
the pop-up box fade in and position on the screen? What happens when you swipe the 
screen? How does the menu appear? How do you scroll through multiple items?  All 
had to be considered and evaluated in these initial sketches. 

Our imagination was driving this examination. We were asking ourselves primarily 
what we would like to see in application. We became our own user research, stepping 
into the role of a user and truly trying to understand what it means to interact with 
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something new. 

That is not to say mistakes were not made. Because there was no available CAD map 
of the park available for use, we used what was publicly available. Our reasoning was 
if these maps are in the public domain, and they are being used to navigate the space, 
surely they must be accurate representations of the park. 

So we drew our map in accordance. Unfortunately, when we input the diagrammatic 
rendering into our phones for GPS testing we discovered that is was completely 
wrong. Nothing was right. The positioning was completely off, pathways were 
missing, and some were added even though they did not actually exist in the park. 

After a bit of debate, our conclusion was that to be sure that the map was accurate, we 
would have to manually map out the entire park. We surveyed the entire park, 
checking for size, distance, and GPS position. This exhaustive approach proved to be 
exactly what we needed because it provided us a perfectly precise map of the area. 

Having a map with accurate pathways is one thing, but without context it is fairly 
homogenous. Details needed to be added, such as reference points and markers. We 
decided the biggest benefit to the map would be dimensionally rendering all the major 
buildings in the park - buildings that serve as visual reference beacons for the user. 
Additionally, using a very direct icon system supplemented the richness and 
interactivity to the map and provided clear indications of destination types. Every 
location in the park became clickable from the map and listed in the directory, and 
each location includes photographs of the actual locations with descriptions and 
ancillary information such as hours of operations, rules and regulations, and contact 
information. This kind of information offers the user to not simply get from point A 
to B, but to also explore and browse the Park’s offerings, allowing them to make 
informed decisions about visiting. Additionally, it provides immediacy to information 
without the trouble of having to find something they may not know what they are 
finding. 

The final map shows exactly the benefits of having a considered look. It shows an 
accuracy and relevance that most visitors to the park expect. Having an accurate map 
is one thing, but it is the features and accessibility of information that creates an 
intuitive and more importantly useful experience. To enhance the way people 
navigate environments, the application uses multiple forms of navigation to assist the 
user in finding their way: a traditional static (“north up”) map featuring an auto-
orienting icon which helps the user determine their current direction on the map; a 
heads-up map that auto-orients in real time based on the direction the user is holding 
the phone; and an augmented reality mode, providing a live video display with a real-
time directional marker of nearby destinations with the remaining distance and the 
amount of time it will take to walk there. 

Tying into a database provided by the city, myNav includes a real-time listing of 
current and upcoming events in the park. Users can sort activities by day, month, or 
year, an easy way to stay current with what’s happening in the park. Additionally the 
app is tied into the Metropolitan Transit Authority subway database. With a quick tap 
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on the map, users can see when the next scheduled subway train is arriving. 

For visitors who want to experience the highlights of Central Park in a more 
structured way, myNav: Central Park offers several curated walking tours, featuring 
the park’s most notable sites. Users can see the destinations on the tour, the time it 
will take to complete the walking tour, as well as the tour’s route. 

And if you need to tell your friend where to meet you, the app can tag the user’s 
current location and send it to a recipient via email or SMS. The recipient will receive 
a unique URL which when clicked will activate their default mapping program and 
show the user’s position. 

In the end, this project reflected the very nature of the current digital landscape. 
Again, because there were no applications that we could refer to show how such a 
thing could be built, we had to make things up as we went along. It was a process of 
trial and error. There were no rules to follow, and no one to tell us we were doing it 
incorrectly, resulting in a lot of mistakes and many hours backtracking or changing 
things. But this process allowed us to define those rules, and set precedence for what 
a digital wayfinding application could be. So future design teams can now use our 
application as a reference model of what has been done already. 

Courses such as color theory, typographic principles, information design, and human 
interface principles are key to understanding the visual language of interactive 
applications. Such courses should span a designer’s entire education and professional 
career. Those kinds of courses provide a practical knowledge and critical skills to 
communicate ideas no matter the medium. The most important “class” you could ever 
take is the class of research and experimentation. To be technologically relevant and 
aware requires research and understanding. Research is where we see what has been 
already done or was attempted. Spending the time researching helps frame new 
possibilities, and inspire new possibilities. It frames a better understanding of 
capabilities and limitations.  

Teaching students to take the time to plan, to observe, to explore, to research is 
instrumental during design, and such mindsets should be passed on at the beginning 
of any education. 

An Alternative 
Approach 

Though the idea of an integrated digital and physical toolkit is the future for creating 
a comprehensive wayfinding system, the practical implementation is prohibitive. 
Aside from the financial needs for such a strategy, the biggest issue the need to have a 
developed infrastructure to allow for growth, requiring a dedicated team of designers, 
developers, and content managers to facilitate and manage changing devices and 
content. 

New York, for example, is currently undergoing a new city-wide signage 
implementation program. This pilot program will use various physical signtypes 
including revised street signs, information kiosks, and free-standing orientation and 
directories to help visitors navigate the city and hopefully become more confident 
about how the city is structured. 
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However this implementation has purposely not included digital components in its 
program. That is not to say that New York has neglected the importance of such an 
aspect. New York in fact has completely embraced the digital media and is allowing 
its private citizens to help the City imagine and create such applications. 

Through initiatives supported by the Mayor’s office, New York has opened up their 
data sets for independent developers to use. Applications developed have visualized 
wayfinding information to help assist users along their journey. This DIY approach 
has provided visitors and resident hundreds of options to fulfill specific needs. Such 
websites and smartphone applications include subway finders and planners, city-
mapping programs, taxi-finders, and restaurant resource guides to name a few. 

New York City believes that staying ahead of the innovation curve is essential to the 
City’s future, and that connecting with the software development community will 
foster new technology that improves the quality of life of New York’s residents and 
visitors. The City also believes that releasing data to the public provides important 
transparency that encourages government accountability and accessibility. 

This of course has its own set of problems because there is no governance and there is 
no ‘one’ solution. It’s a free marketplace, and the prospective users have to wade 
through it to find what they need. And more often than not, the application found and 
used doesn’t do everything it should, so as a result they need to access other 
applications to fill in the gap. 

However, this initiative is encouraging because it reveals the interest for such 
applications. New York seems to be building the mass support first, observe what is 
working, and then figure out the best way to implement on a city-wide and city-
supported measure. 

Conclusion The immersion of digital media into the physical environment is happening. The 
practical vision of what it can be is still being determined. Newer generations of 
designers are entering the profession with an understanding that the content is the 
primary focus and that the choice in format is a direct result of the most effective way 
to understand that content, be it digital or physical. 
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Bridging Social Networking and Professional Practice:  A Catalyst for Professional Development 
and Integrated Design Practice 

Leigh Lally M.S. Architecture, Doctoral Candidate; Virginia Tech 
Architecture and Design Research 
College of Architecture and Urban Studies, Virginia Tech 
Campus Designer and Planner- Environmental Graphic Design and Wayfinding 
Office of University Planning, Architecture and Real Estate Management, Virginia Tech 

Abstract Social networking has quickly become synonymous with professional development. 
The architecture and design industry has the opportunity to harness this movement in 
new and creative ways in its drive toward integrated design practices. Integrated 
design1* practice by definition must serve the individual design discipline while 
engaging in a community of practice toward a common project goal. This research 
initiative is spurred by leaders in the field who indicate that a swift transformation to 
integrated design practice is required in the discipline in order for architecture and 
design practice to remain relevant in today’s global economy. Bridging architectural 
and design research and environmental graphic design provide the opportunity for 
both a broad and a distinct view of integrated design practice. Current research can 
inform the environmental graphic design discipline of best practices that promote 
excellence in design and professional practice as well as multi-disciplinary 
collaboration as an EGD core competency. As a researcher and practitioner, I am 
excited to engage the EGD community in dialog about innovative venues for 
knowledge sharing toward professional development and integrated design practices. 
As a campus designer and planner charged with EGD and the wayfinding master plan 
for the university, I understand the need for multi-disciplinary collaboration at a 
project level, as well as the challenges of timely professional development in a 
rapidly changing field. As a Ph.D. candidate my research focuses on harnessing social 
networking as a vehicle for collaborative learning which can be applied both at the 
design industry level as well as at the scale of an individual discipline such as 
environmental graphic design. 

Contribution to   
the field 

The goal of my research initiative is to develop a catalyst to transform architecture 
and design practice from a traditional model that operates with limited participant 
interaction to a more dynamic model of integrated practice and project delivery. 
Leading architects advocate that revolutionary change is necessary to remain effective 
in today’s global economy and that this can best be achieved through integrated 
design practice. While the AIA knowledge community has designated this a primary 
focus for the field (2), an innovative solution for timely and effective knowledge 
transfer at a discipline-wide scale does not currently exist. The traditional broad 

                                                   
1 Integrated Design: Integrated Project Delivery leverages early contributions of knowledge and expertise through 
utilization of new technologies, allowing all team members to better realize their highest potentials while expanding 
the value they provide throughout the project lifecycle. At the core of an integrated project are collaborative, 
integrated and productive teams composed of key project participants….The outcome is the opportunity to design, 
build, and operate as efficiently as possible. (1) 
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dissemination of knowledge through professional membership meetings and yearly 
conferences does not provide for inclusion of the collaborative design team of project 
stakeholders, nor does it support the rapid change that is required. This research seeks 
to engage the design team stakeholders in actively contributing to the transformation 
of practice and proposes that organizational learning through a socially networked 
community of practice would provide the catalyst required for integrated design 
practice to take hold in the industry. The outcome of the research will be an integrated 
practice collaboration model for knowledge sharing. 

(3) 

 (4) 

Research 
methods 

This research is primarily qualitative in its holistic focus and interpretive approach. 
As a formative evaluation toward an innovative solution, the subject matter does not 
allow for standardized measures of comparison. As a result, this research follows a 
multi-method focus drawn from different areas of the social sciences including the 
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organization behavior and learning disciplines as well as the human computer 
interaction discipline, which have developed effective methods for knowledge 
transfer. As qualitative research, human subjects inform the study within the context 
of their own environment and, in the case of this research, for their own potential 
benefit as a proposition for intervention. The research strategy draws upon the design 
industry through a user-centered design philosophy to harness the discipline’s 
knowledge by actively engaging key stakeholders in a formative evaluation using the 
Delphi Method. The Delphi method can be characterized as a process of structuring 
group communications between people with specific knowledge in order to develop 
forecasts in response to current issues. The process involves using an iterative 
feedback technique through a series of questionnaires and controlled feedback to 
develop consensus between experts dealing with complex problems. The principal 
mode of analysis will be a matrix of the disciplines needs paired with expert 
assessment and recommendations for technological intervention from which a model 
can developed and presented to the stakeholders for validation. 

Originating from the Greek Oracle at Delphi, the modern concept was created as a 
means of forecasting new technologies by the Rand Corporation. The Delphi method 
has since been used extensively in many different fields including medicine, public 
administration, education, and technology. The rationale for the development of the 
Delphi method is that, in the absence of established findings for emergent domains, 
capturing and synthesizing the opinions of experts allows for an unbiased unified 
perspective. It tends to be used in evaluation where there is significant domain 
expertise and new organizational or technological innovations are lacking but are 
needed. In business forecasting, it has been applied successfully and with high 
accuracy compared to unstructured forecast methods (5). 

Context is an important consideration in deciding to use the Delphi method. It has 
proven useful for large organizations where experts are remotely located and it is cost 
prohibitive to travel. The development and use of computer supported and web-based 
Delphi methods have paved the way for improved process, ease of use, and 
potentially more dynamic results. Experts are invited to contribute, sometimes 
receiving a stipend for their participation if the contribution itself isn’t enough of a 
draw. They are selected because of their knowledge or opinion surrounding the 
particular issue. The use of a facilitator structures the flow and interactions of the 
participants throughout the process often solving any potential problems of group 
dynamics. The facilitator coordinates the process of focused questioning and 
collecting contributions from the panel of experts. These responses are collected and 
synthesized and highlight common and conflicting viewpoints. The consolidated 
response is then distributed to the group for further comment and each participant has 
the opportunity to revise their own statements based on the responses of others or the 
progress of the panel as a whole. Often there are only one or two more rounds of 
questioning and response needed to gain consensus from the group on the particular 
issue. Anonymity of the participants provides unbiased group communication 
allowing for opinions to be more freely expressed by minimizing the “bandwagon 
effect” often caused by apparent authority and/or conformity the group.  

The Delphi is primarily used to facilitate the formation of a group judgment and is 
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especially used in forward planning to establish a hypothesis about how scenarios are 
likely to develop. It has been widely used to generate forecasts surrounding 
technology since it provides insight into the user’s opinions and viewpoints needed to 
identify priorities and design appropriate scenarios and applications. 

Visual  
representation     
of research 

This research focuses on harnessing innovative information technologies to address 
the organizational learning needs of the architecture and design discipline. The 
literature review focuses on the intersections of these three areas of study as 
represented in the Venn diagram below. 

 

Imagine a world where all communications throughout the process are clear, 
concise, open, transparent, and trusting; where designers have full understanding of 
the ramifications of their decisions at the time the decisions are made; where 
facilities managers, end users, contractors and suppliers are all involved at the start 
of the design process; where processes are outcome driven and decisions are not 
made solely on first cost basis; where risk and reward are value-based, appropriately 
balanced among all team members over the life of a project; and where the 
profession delivers higher quality design that is sustainable and responsive. This is 
the future perfect vision of Integrated Practice. (6) 

Integrated design Integrated design practice is a collaborative design methodology emphasizing 
knowledge integration in the development of a holistic design. The underpinnings for 
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practice integrated design practices are in the “whole building design” approach. By viewing a 
building system interdependently as opposed to its separate elements (site, structure, 
systems and use), this approach facilitates sustainable design practices. The integrated 
design process requires multidisciplinary collaboration, including key project life 
cycle stakeholders and design professionals, from conception to completion. Decision 
making protocols and complimentary design principles must be established early in 
the process in order to satisfy the goals of multiple stakeholders while achieving the 
overall project objectives. The understanding of integrated design has evolved in 
conjunction with the rise of multidisciplinary design firms and is now being used as a 
term to describe a collaborative design process. 

Design Collaboration Shifts: 

MOVING FROM  MOVING TO 

Centralized control  Hybrid collaborative networks 

Solo artist  Design teams 

Solving discrete problems  Managing ongoing dilemmas 

Stable design professions  Dynamic entrepreneurial professions 

Monolithic infrastructure  Lightweight, smart, ad hoc infrastructure 

Anecdotal design star  Integrated delivery team 

Linear processes  Simultaneous and overlapping processes 

Mixed media technology  BIM and 4-D dynamic sharing 

Design for average clients  Design with expert clients 

Design Collaboration Shifts, (Cramer, 2007) 

Implications for 
professional 
practice 

This movement toward multidisciplinary collaboration and sharing of knowledge in 
the design process has manifested by necessity in architecture and in other design 
fields over the past decade. Innovative companies, such as IDEO (providers of 
products, services, and environments), have built their reputation in the marketplace 
as leaders based on their hands-on, innovative, and participatory design 
methodologies, including interaction design, broadening the definition of integrated 
design beyond “green.”  There are similar design methodologies in the development 
of new technologies within the Human Computer Interaction discipline, including 
user-centered interaction design.  

Many individuals already have on-the-go access to unprecedented amounts of real-
time information through a variety of hand-held, satellite-linked devices. 
Simultaneously, the built environment is being outfitted with interactive displays and 
smart building features. The prevalence of these technologies and emergence of 
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“tech-ubiquity” has the potential to drastically improve the richness and accessibility 
of our built environment. Synergy between our actions and electronically mediated 
interactions will inevitably affect the way the community uses and interacts in public 
spaces. 

The architecture and environmental graphic design professions can inform the rapid 
transformation to “tech-ubiquity” in the built environment through its collaborative 
and innovative design practices. The field of human-computer interaction shares 
similar design methodologies including “effective use” and user-centered interaction 
design. Both fields are rooted by social and physical context-based objectives such as 
user-centered design and innovative design techniques including, interaction design: 

User-Centered Design is both a design philosophy and a process intended to ensure 
that the technology is designed around how people need or want to work instead of 
requiring that they adapt their work to accommodate the platform or system. It is a 
multi-phased iterative process involving the end user at all stages of the design and 
including multiple tests of the interfaces to see both how the users think they will use 
the technology compared with actual use. 

Interaction design is the means to embody the software of places, according to 
Malcolm McCullough, Digital Ground (7). An architect who is equally familiar with 
technology, he provides a theory which suggests that interaction design has evolved 
to a state which serves both pervasive computing and architecture as they unite in our 
physical environments. McCullough is a proponent of enabling ubiquitous computing 
to occur in concert with architecture and design through interdisciplinary context-
based design initiatives. He warns that if architects and developers of pervasive 
technology don’t take the leap and join forces, then the new discipline will be left to 
technocrats and remain void of usability and design consideration. 

(8) 
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As the appropriateness of the technology becomes forefront, design must be more 
intentional. McCullough’s focus on the elements of interaction design, as a tool for 
successful integration of technology into the social and physical environment, offers a 
shared point of departure for the future of ubiquitous computing. IDEO is a leader in 
the practice of interaction design, developed by co-founder, Bill Moggridge. An 
evolution of interface design, interaction design is now used by multiple disciplines 
interested in the usability and experience of an object or a system. Interaction design 
follows a process of iterations in which design solutions can be generated quickly and 
tested with the users. Similar to community design for “effective use,” interaction 
design requires design research and concept development, storyboarding and 
schematics as well as concept testing with the stakeholders prior to implementation. 
With the advent of computers, technology has become the only truly interactive 
product.  

The field of human computer interaction practices social computing techniques such 
as interaction design, usability engineering and interface design methodologies with a 
focus on usability. They follow analogous design paths including the identification of 
the project goals, the stakeholders and the specific project requirements. There are 
many similarities in the process of designing the built environment and designing 
technology which can facilitate a user-centered approach for “effective use” of 
technology. Through multi-disciplinary collaboration and integrated design practices, 
these methodologies can be adapted for use in designing and planning for 
community-based pervasive computing in the built environment and in urban spaces. 
The environmental graphic design discipline will need to play a significant role in 
shaping the manifestation of ‘tech-ubiquity’ in the built environment to ensure 
usability and design. 

 

Phoebe's Field™ 
case study 

In the first stages of my graduate research I sought to investigate integrated design 
practices through a unique project oriented course with Mitzi Vernon, an Associate 
Professor of Industrial Design in the College of Architecture and Urban Studies at 
Virginia Tech. In addition to more than 15 years of teaching experience, she holds a 
Master of Architecture from Virginia Tech and a Master of Science in Engineering 
from Stanford University. As the principal investigator and originator of the project, 
Phoebe's Field™, she was awarded two grants from the National Science Foundation 
to design a traveling science museum exhibition for middle school aged children 
about the physics of fields.  

By offering the project as a special study course through the Architecture department 
and the Computer Science department, Mitzi Vernon assembled an interdisciplinary 
student team to do the preliminary planning phase of the work. Involving commercial 
and public partners in design, use and evaluation, the advisors and consultants on the 
project included experts in education technology, science exhibition design, and 
mechanical and electrical engineering. The team included Virginia Tech faculty from 
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industrial design, architecture, instructional technology and computer science. The 
project team defined the parameters for the exhibit design and developed concepts as 
part of a submission for a second phase grant to the NSF to construct an exhibition 
that would visit six museums across the U.S. over a four year period. This 
interdisciplinary project team, composed of students, faculty and professionals, 
created a project plan which highlights multidisciplinary collaboration in the design 
process. 

 

           Phoebe's Field™ Virginia Tech Project Team 

This workshop-oriented course served as a model for multidisciplinary collaboration 
encompassing science education, environmental psychology and technology, as well 
as architectural and industrial design. A year-long endeavor, I worked as one of a 12-
member interdisciplinary student team on the development of the exhibition concepts 
for submission to the NSF while using the experience as a member of an 
interdisciplinary design team as a case study for my research. I facilitated two 
surveys, one during the course of the project and one as a project review at the 
completion of the planning phase, followed by a post-project debriefing. This data 
contributed to my master degree in architecture and has resulted in two publications: 

• ‘Planning Phoebe’s Field™, a case study: multidisciplinary collaboration and 
integrated design practices in the development of a children’s science 
exhibition’ was published through the American Institute of Architects Case 
Studies Initiative in March 2007. (9) 

• “Planning Phoebe’s Field: an analysis of the characteristics of an effective 
collaborative student design project” was accepted for presentation in a paper 
session at the 2007 AERA (American Educational Research Association) 
conference. (10) 

The Phoebe's Field™ project story and the project team’s reflections on 
multidisciplinary collaboration in the design process provide many lessons for both 
academia and practitioners. Indicative of the challenges of interdisciplinary 
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collaboration, team members were confronted by differing ontologies, in terms of 
discourse and modes of operation. For example, those trained as engineers often 
expect one solution to a design challenge whereas designers are taught through 
ideation that there can be many. Collaboration efforts with remote design team 
members was challenging and, although supported by file sharing and video 
conferencing, some remote team members felt excluded. The study showed that 
collaboration was most effective when a team is given a clear set of goals, that 
inclusion early on in the process was critical for team cohesiveness, and that face to 
face interaction was more inclusive, reduced confusion and produced faster results. 
Overall, the findings of the case study showed that, given strong leadership, a 
multidisciplinary team can produce innovative designs through integrated design 
practices. 

  
Phoebe's Field™ 

BIM case study BIM, Building Information Modeling is an emerging area of technology that is set to 
rapidly change the architecture and design industry. BIM is transforming how 
buildings are designed and constructed and ultimately managed. Architects, 
designers, contractors, engineers, facility managers and end-users can benefit from its 
implementation, however, it has been slow to be adopted in the industry and realize 
its full potential. As such, the National BIM Standard Committee, a committee of the 
National Institute of Building Sciences created a charter to identify a unified business 
strategy for the use of BIM in the industry. BIM is primarily being employed by 
architectural and construction management firms who have a financial incentive to 
use it on their project. However, there is growing interest especially from those 
involved in designing for Hi-Tech facilities including labs, healthcare, higher 
education and government facilities. 
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.  
A building process lifecycle is not a strictly linear process but is a primarily 
cyclical process with feedback and cycle-to-cycle knowledge accumulation. The 
best representation of the building process lifecycle is therefore believed to be a 
business process helix with a central knowledge core and external nodes 
representing process suppliers and external consumers. Between these three 
elements exists information interchange "synapses" which require exchange 
rules and agreements. (11) 
 

   
Current research is fragmented between BIM vendors, design and construction firms 
and academic institutions. Lacking a comprehensive approach to BIM research and 
development in the industry, a consortium emerged and, in collaboration with 
Virginia Tech, a research proposal was developed. The resulting research group, BIM 
for High Tech Facility Life-Cycles, is a committee of BIM experts representing the 
International Institute for Sustainable Labs, National Institute for Building Science/ 
buildingSMARTalliance and Virginia Tech including facilities managers, architects 
and designers, and academics. This coalition has organized a program to develop a 
Research Framework for Building Information Modeling. The investigation involves 
three Framework Committees; Tool Development, Best Practices and Information 
Clearinghouse. 

The effort is exemplary of the challenges of integrated design practice between 
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disciplines as well as the need for timely professional development and organizational 
learning. It also highlights the challenges of research effort itself. Current modes for 
gaining consensus from committee members who are remotely located and from 
disparate disciplines primarily involved email exchanges punctuated by the periodic 
doodle poll to set up a conference call. The steering committees meeting at an annual 
conference, Facility Fusion 2012, allowed for the face to face required for the effort 
to progress significantly and in addition, generated significant interest in conference 
attendees. The charge of the research group is the development of a survey for 
dissemination to a broad list serve of 20-30,000 members of interested professional 
organizations. 

The committee realizes that the industry lacks knowledge of BIM to the degree that 
there needs to be an educational awareness component which precedes strategic 
development. Additionally, they seek to confirm the subjects of the research study 
and their assumption that those interested in BIM are involved in high-tech projects. 
As such, the survey is designed to collect demographic and background information 
about the individuals discipline and area of work and to provide educational resources 
and ask the respondents to show their level of awareness and interest accordingly.  

The intent is to disseminate the findings at the various consortium conferences in the 
fall and invite further discussion both face to face and through social networking 
avenues. Given a sample group of representative experts drawn from the study, the 
Delphi Method can then be employed in forward planning for BIM in the industry. 
Social networking tools for organizational learning and continual professional 
development in the area of BIM need to be evaluated as a means of rapid 
dissemination in the industry. 

When Vienna was being built at the turn of the century, its leaders and planners were 
attributing its future greatness to qualities of “Memory and Prophecy.” Their hope 
for a great future city was to be realized by melding the comfort of their traditions 
with the excitement of the new. In any continue rich environment, communication has 
to occur by referencing exiting knowledge, engaging one’s audience and mutually 
exploring and discovering new ground. (12) 

Implications of 
theory and 
practice 

This effort could serve as a catalyst for integrated design practice through timely and 
effective dissemination of knowledge to the discipline through social networking. 
This body of work also has the potential to contribute to social science and human 
computer interaction research surrounding both the use of the Delphi method and the 
use of social networking for knowledge transfer and professional development. The 
subject extends the range of existing research from the enterprise level to a discipline-
wide level, paving the way for further study of knowledge systems and behavior. 

Through literature review and preliminary investigation, I have determined that social 
networking is situated to support integrated design practices. The emerging socially 
networked communities of practice will shape and develop best practices for their 
individual disciplines within the architecture and design industry. A social 
networking knowledge sharing venue must be geared for and reach the multifaceted 
participants of the integrated design movement by drawing upon the knowledge 
capital of the practice as a whole. Foremost, the venue must encourage broad 
participation by engaging the practitioners through relevant and beneficial topics to 
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their areas of interest by providing information and learning opportunities and 
creating opportunities for engagement. The function of the venue must allow for a 
community of practice to freely emerge, supporting remote global teams and 
partnerships. As an interactive open and inclusive social network it must allow for 
participants to share methods of practice and collaborate on projects, to build trust 
and to share lessons learned, or even to find new job opportunities. As a repository of 
knowledge, stories of practice and artifacts must be readily accessible and 
understandable by all stakeholders. Providing this type of venue requires an 
innovative look at how existing structures can be enhanced or how new ideas can be 
generated to facilitate knowledge sharing beyond the organizational level. A 
formative evaluation will allow stakeholders to lead the evolution of social 
networking which supports professional development as a catalyst for discipline-wide 
realization of integrated design practices. 
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Building a Culture of Design Research 

Meredith Davis Professor and Director of Graduate Programs; NC State University 
 Graphic Design Department of Graphic and Industrial Design   
 College of Design 
 NC State University 

Introduction I’ve been asked to speak today about research education in design. It is a timely topic, 
given the current trajectory of design as a profession. Arising from trades, the field 
has developed over the last half century, now showing most of the behaviors that are 
common to well-established professions: documented history; code of ethics; interest 
in methodology; growing body of literature; and developing criticism. The work yet 
to be done, however, is to build a mature culture of design research, as all professions 
have individuals whose primary work is to generate new knowledge that becomes the 
basis of practice. And this is an effort that can be accomplished only through a 
partnership between professionals and educators.  

If our discipline were medicine, we would look to the practice for guidance. For 
example, how many patients have been discharged from hospitals with type II 
diabetes as part of their diagnoses tells us something about the urgency of the obesity 
epidemic. There is some agreement in the field and in society that this issue is 
important and funding opportunities reflect that consensus. The standards for judging 
the quality of research, whether in the social or basic sciences, are in place. And the 
outcomes of such research are reported to the public and guide the recommendations 
of practicing physicians. (Davis, 2012)  

But design has no common understanding within the field of what is meant by 
research, no unified theory guiding practice, few research methods that haven’t been 
borrowed whole ─ cloth from other disciplines, and little recognition by practice and 
the public of the value of design research findings. (Davis, 2012)  

In a 2005 Metropolis Magazine survey of 1051 US design professionals, faculty, and 
students, respondents’ definitions of design research ranged from studies of user 
behavior to selecting colors from ink swatches. For most undergraduate students, 
research means library retrieval only and focuses on the subject matter of their design, 
not on the characteristics of users or context. When asked whether there should be a 
unified theory of design guiding research, the overwhelming majority of Metropolis’ 
respondents said, “No.” And when ranking potential research topics by importance to 
the field, respondents selected sustainability as their number one priority, but 
ironically, placed systems theory at the bottom of their lists. Clearly the field ─ at 
least in the US ─ is confused about what might constitute a research agenda and, if 
the popular design magazines are indicators, what role research education should play 
in the evolution of the design disciplines. 

Today I’d like to address four topics in an attempt to untangle some these issues: 

• What about the contemporary context argues for design research? 
• What is the nature of research education? 
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• What role can the profession play in furthering research development? 
• What is worth doing in design research? 

What about the 
contemporary context 
argues for design 
research? 

Contemporary design problems are increasingly complex and the goal today is not to 
simplify things, as we did under modernism, but to manage them. Complex problems 
require collaborative work by interdisciplinary teams. Design is no longer at the 
cosmetic end of a decision-making food chain but a necessary partner with a variety 
of disciplinary experts. Among those experts are users, who play an expanded role in 
the development of content and form; increasingly, we design with people rather than 
for them. And because people are now involved as co-creators, the designer’s work 
shifts from crafting discrete physical artifacts to developing tools and systems 
through which others create their own experiences. Because this work responds to a 
rapidly accelerating technological evolution, the stopping point for design moves 
from being “almost perfect” to “good enough for now.” And as a result, the 
relationships among objects, people, activities, and their settings constantly change, 
extending the demand for research that informs design decisions. (Davis, 2011) 

There is, therefore, no shortage of research opportunity in this landscape for design 
practice. Cognitive scientist and design author Donald Norman proposes domains 
within which we might conduct research and I’ve added a couple to his list. The 
challenges for design are to decide which of the many pressing research issues within 
these domains are most worthy of our immediate attention and to prepare the 
researchers who will tackle these problems, either as research-informed design 
professionals or specialists for whom research is their primary activity. 

• How designers think 
• What people want and need 
• What the context demands 
• How design is produced and distributed 
• The effects of design action on people and conditions 
• Appropriate tools and methods for understanding these issues 

What is the   
nature of  
research 
education? 

Although professional bachelor’s degrees have the mission of preparing students 
generally for entry to practice, as faculty we can also develop in young students the 
predispositions  that make them sensitive to important research issues. Achieving this 
awareness, however, is not without obstacles. 

Few undergraduate design students, especially those in single discipline colleges of 
art, engage in original disciplined inquiry intended to inform design decisions, nor do 
most learn how to read and apply research findings from other fields. Starting with 
first-year foundation courses, undergraduate curricula generally infer that the way to 
begin work on a design problem is by drawing, that solutions reside in an abstract 
visual language, and that reading and writing belong primarily to the domains of 
history and criticism. General education is usually proximate to but not integrated 
with design study and depends entirely on the resources and general requirements of 
the institution. Design faculty rarely make explicit use of content and skills acquired 
from outside the design curriculum, except to “pour it into formats” as the 
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hypothetical subject matter for design projects. (Davis, 2008) 

Despite the complexity of the contemporary environment for design, therefore, little 
about beginning design instruction acknowledges the importance of relationships 
among objects, users, and context. Nor does it address the systems‐level scale at 
which today’s problems exist. 

Instead, there is a longstanding assumption among graphic design educators that 
students’ primary learning task is about fitting form to content, predictably in discrete 
objects separated from a context of use. I recently reviewed an undergraduate 
program in which students were asked to design for a social movement on campus. 
The faculty assigned a poster, postcard, and book on the topic as the outcomes of the 
project and these were to be organized into a cohesive graphic system. When I 
interviewed a student from the class, I asked him what role a book might play in 
furthering student activism. He answered with a detailed description about how he 
could streamline production in time for a protest march. In other words, the student 
knew something about the social content and how to make books but not much about 
how social movements are organized or about the people to be persuaded to social or 
political action. His response about speeding up production was a hint that, 
instinctively, he doubted the relevance of books for achieving the goals of a protest 
movement. But unfortunately, the learning objective of the faculty was about formats 
and graphic identity, not about how to achieve change in a social system through 
design. 

More recently, we’ve added coursework in interaction design to traditional curricula, 
as if design hasn’t always been about the interaction of people with reading systems, 
technological systems, social systems, and so forth. Massimo Vignelli’s design of the 
Audubon Field Guide to Birds is as much about the use of a database as is any 
website. But we have isolated the study of dynamic media from that of print and 
environmental design in ways that tell undergraduate students that these types of 
practices have few overlapping concepts. 

If we shift the focus of projects from subject matter and specific formats to user 
experience and the consequences of design in larger systems, we make immediately 
apparent to students that a robust understanding of people, activities, and their 
settings is a necessary prerequisite to design action. This is not to say that the physical 
attributes of design objects aren’t important, only that they are a means to 
accomplishing some goal beyond that of pretty things and that they must be justified 
in terms broader than their own internal structure. 

Student project example: This concept map is the first assignment given to 
undergraduate graphic design majors at NC State. They are assigned an object and 
supported with an array of books on the reserve shelf of the library. A series of 
prompts guide their reading and visualization. Their task is to map the context in 
which the object resides; the physical, technological, cultural, and social systems that 
shape its form, as well as the cognitive demands of its use. In other words, from the 
very beginning of their studies, undergraduate students are confronted with 
complexity and they learn mapping as a way of sorting out the relationships among 
components in large systems. We have three years in which to develop these students’ 
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formal skills but it is crucial that such skills evolve within an understanding of users 
and context. 

In the projects that follow, students are asked to frame problems within areas of the 
map. In other words, their assignments include not only artifacts but also problem 
definitions whose scope is open to reflection, criticism, and the need for research. So 
the curriculum in this case is organized not by increasingly complex artifacts or in a 
progression from abstraction to application, but by different entry points into very 
real complex systems. 

Student project examples: Another significant characteristic of this curricular 
approach is the shift from designing for content to designing for experience. At the 
next level students are asked to develop systems of interaction, branding, and service. 
They are assigned behaviors that are the affordances of the system: wayfinding, 
customizing, searching, curating, and exchanging or bartering. In other words, their 
target is the activity the system makes possible. 

A small portion of undergraduate students eventually enroll in master’s programs 
where the dominant educational model ─ borrowed from the studio arts ─ addresses 
the refinement of practice-oriented skills and portfolios. Typically, students pursue 
personal development through self‐defined investigations, often completing their 
degree requirements through independent study and occasional meetings with other 
students for critiques and seminars on current topics in design. More rarely is there 
specific graduate-level curriculum content, negotiated among faculty and delivered 
with consistency to all graduate students. (Davis, 2008) 

Still other programs try to overcome the shortfalls of undergraduate education or 
prepare change-of-career students for entry-level positions in the field. In many of 
these schools, graduate students sit in the same classrooms with undergraduates and 
are simply expected to do more or better than their less experienced peers. In both 
types of programs, it is often difficult to explain how graduate study develops 
exportable concepts or brings significantly different benefits to professional practice. 
Hence, the periodic article in Communication Arts in which a famous New York 
designer boasts that he got where he is without the benefit of graduate study, so what 
value do master’s degrees really hold for the profession anyway. 

There are a few programs in the US that develop “research-ready” master’s students 
for evidence- driven professional design practices, academic careers, or further study 
as doctoral students. The students from these programs who enter the field do so with 
a deep understanding of design as well as skills in using research that informs design 
decisions, in contrast to their counterparts in marketing and the social sciences who 
often struggle with the implications of findings for design action. Graduates who 
pursue teaching positions find themselves ahead of their peers in addressing the 
research agendas of universities, where the pressure to secure funded, empirical 
research opportunities increases with each year. 

Of particular concern to the field, however, is the degree to which recent master’s 
graduates are hired into faculty positions with no research experience. Not only are 
they unprepared for the research demands of the contemporary academic 
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environment, but they have few skills through which to develop the research 
predispositions of their undergraduate students. And in the absence of such 
leadership, other fields step in to claim expertise in what was once the domain of 
design. 

Student project examples: At NC State, master’s students begin thesis work in their 
third semester, following studios and seminars in cognition, culture, and the social 
implications of technology. Their first task is to define a researchable question on a 
topic that is both situated in a context but exportable to other contexts. Their 
literature reviews and observations produce detailed concept maps that are built on 
propositions. These maps aren’t for communication to others but a way of visually 
sorting readings and fieldwork into meaningful clusters so that students can isolate 
particular concerns for further investigation. 

In the case of master’s students, this is research through making in which they 
speculate on the nature of a design principle, method, or strategy. They’re not 
equipped with the background necessary for testing or claiming particular outcomes 
that will inform others’ work, but they do have an obligation to use the project as a 
demonstration of fruitful areas for further research and project development in 
practice. 

Doctoral programs have been slow to develop in the US, however, to date, the 
handful of American programs have been clear in their emphasis on evidence-based 
research. The goal of these of Ph.D. programs in design is to generate new 
knowledge, rather than to reflect on the nature of an individual designer’s practice. 
This is in contrast to the pervasiveness of practice-based research programs in Europe 
in which students examine their own behavior as designers and often earn their 
degrees by publication, without specific coursework in research methods. 

There are a number of obstacles to the establishment of doctoral programs, however, 
including: financial support for students; faculty who are qualified to supervise 
doctoral research; library resources to support advanced study; access to experts 
across related disciplines; writing support for students whose first language is not 
English; and a well-staffed institutional research infrastructure. I can tell you that 
mounting a Ph.D. program is not for the faint of heart. 

At NC State we began the interdisciplinary Ph.D. in Design with two tracks: 
community design and information design. Before long, however, it was apparent that 
these traditional, practice-oriented distinctions were no longer descriptive enough of 
the contemporary context for research or reflective of our interdisciplinary intent. We 
re-organized study around seven interest areas and the result was more interesting 
applicants and stronger research projects. 

• Design for Health and Well-being 
• Design for Learning 
• Design for Sustainability 
• Design for Technology 
• Design for the Urban Context 
• Design Methods 
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• Design History and Criticism 

What role can    
the profession  
play in furthering 
research 
development? 

Although 81percent of the professionals polled in the Metropolis survey said they 
engage regularly in research, fewer than 70 percent include students in research that is 
important to their practices and 72 percent shared their firm’s research only within the 
office or not at all. (Manfra, 2005) There is an almost total disconnect between the 
research done in these firms and the scholarship of faculty and doctoral students in 
universities. A 2000 conference at the University of Washington, titled Re-
envisioning the Ph.D., recommended that doctoral students be provided with a wide 
variety of career options, not just teaching, and that academic “departments take 
responsibility for student access to [research] internships and provide visits from 
people outside the University who will share their professional career journeys with 
students.” (Nyquist and Wulff, 2000) So there is much work ahead in establishing 
partnerships that follow through on this recommendation. 

At the same time, the work of doctoral students and faculty is largely inaccessible to 
practitioners because there is no research database in design. Unless people know the 
names of researchers or the specific issues of journals that publish findings, it is 
almost impossible to access the collective body of scholarly research on a design-
related topic. And because there are so few refereed journals in design, many of the 
venues for sharing research outcomes are in other related fields. Until quite recently, 
a search in college library databases for “branding” yielded books on cattle. And 
while universities have the obligation to share findings, the Metropolis survey found 
that only 35percent of faculty publishes in journals and only 17 percent write books. 
(Manfra, 2005) 

What is worth 
doing in design 
research? 

Many in academia are tempted to legitimize the presence of design research in their 
institutions through quantitative studies that play to a counting-and-measuring 
culture. Not long ago I reviewed for tenure a faculty member who compared 
recognition of Cook and Shanosky’s 1974 travel symbols for the US Department of 
Transportation by readers of ideographic and phonetic languages. The sample size 
was too small to be generalizable, the differences in recognition were negligible, and 
the methods were unremarkable. But the bigger question for me was what 
significance the researcher thought the findings of this study held for the design of 
symbol systems, global communication, or our understanding of cognitive processing. 
Why was recognition of these symbols outside their intended context important and 
where in travel situations was it possible to separate ideographic and phonetic 
readers? On what basis was it assumed that interpretation of these pictograms could 
be attributed to the native languages of the readers or that the subjects of the study 
were innocent of all prior experiences with such symbol systems? And while this 
shaky quantitative study yielded several articles in scholarly journals, it is difficult to 
imagine how it might further the future work of other researchers. Are we simply 
counting things because it is easy to do, or should numbers really tell us something 
about how design works? (Davis, 2011) 

In a 2010 article for Core 77, Donald Norman distinguished between the research of 
science and the research of application, saying, “The designer’s goal is to have a 
large, important impact. Scientists are interested in truth, often in the distinctions 
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between predictions of two differing theories. The differences they look for are quite 
small; often statistically significant but in terms of applied impact, quite 
unimportant…Design needs to develop its own experimental methods. They should 
be simple and quick, looking for large phenomena and conditions that are ‘good 
enough’…These methods do not exist.” (Norman, 2010) 

What Norman argues for is relevance, for measured claims that drive design decisions 
in particular contexts and that have the ultimate goal of creating preferred conditions. 
This is not to say research needs a client to be relevant, but it does mean that for the 
research culture to grow there needs to be some back-and-forth between the 
profession and research universities in determining what is worth doing. And because 
many of the likely investigations are “situated” in the contexts addressed by 
professional practice, partnerships between faculty and practitioners can provide the 
much-needed access to people and settings for design action. 

Conclusion I’d like to close with the observation that the United States is behind in the 
development of its design research culture. At the 2007 conference of the 
International Association of Research Societies of Design fewer than 10 percent of 
the submitted conference papers were from Americans. Little has changed over the 
last five years. By contrast, Asian and European professional associations not only list 
research as a high priority on their websites, but also follow through on that claim 
with funding and programming specifically dedicated to research activity. And 
although implementation is burdened with problems, most of these countries now 
require Ph.Ds. of faculty who carry the title of “professor.” 

We have some catching up to do and neither practice nor academia can make progress 
alone. And I truly believe that maintaining the status quo in colleges and universities 
will lead to declining professional opportunity in a world that holds designers 
accountable for anticipating outcomes of their work. So my hope is that we work 
together to transform curricula in ways that are responsive to the contemporary 
challenges for design and build a research culture that addresses things worth doing. 
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